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Despite the widespread recognition that DILI (Drug Induced Liver Injury) is an important clinical safety issue, fewer than 10% of all New Chemical Entities (NCEs) entering drug development each year will be shown to cause clinically meaningful liver injury. This low prevalence makes it difficult for nonclinical testing to predict with confidence which compounds will ultimately be associated with DILI. There has been longstanding interest in the role that inherent molecular or biological properties of drug candidates, such as molecular weight, lipophilicity, cytotoxicity, metabolic pathway effects, etc., play in terms of toxicity in general and DILI-potential more specifically. By comparing molecular/biological properties across a diverse array of compounds with safety outcome data, “rules” have emerged by which to guide novel chemical series towards safer drug candidates. These efforts have almost certainly contributed to the industry’s success in reducing nonclinical safety attrition but it remains unclear if a decrease in clinical safety events, such as DILI, will follow. In recent years, several groups have proposed going even further by combining various molecular/biological property “tests” as a means of strengthening the prediction of clinical DILI liability but there are caveats to such an approach. In this presentation we will discuss the mechanism by which combining tests leads to a boost in predictive power and examine the associated tradeoffs. The important role that outcome prevalence plays in the performance of these predictive tests will be emphasized. Finally, a novel approach will be considered in which molecular/biological property data are utilized, not as a predictive test per se, but as context enabling a refined DILI-risk assessment approach based on nonclinical safety study data.